
ShareLatex is a free online editor for LaTex. To create an account on log on: 
Follow this link: https://www.sharelatex.com 
It should take you to the ShareLaTex home page. Click ‘Register’ if you don’t already have an 
account and follow the next steps.  
 
Help tab drop down to documentation lots of info on the backbone of the code; more efficient to 
start with template 
 
Reasons to use latex for things other than resumes: 
Math, figures and data, citation formatting  
 
To start a document, click New Project in the top left corner and a dropdown of options will 
appear. (We will be working off of a starter template, as it simplifies the amount of coding and 
some of them look really, really nice!) 
Select the “CV or Resume” option.  
We’re going to start working with the ‘Deedy Resume’ (in the center of the options on the left) 
Click the on this resume and then click ‘Open in ShareLaTex 
 
Text with a “%” symbol in front indicates a comment that does not affect the actual code and 
appears in green. This will help us see what the lines of code mean in the document.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.sharelatex.com/


Putting text in brackets limits the scope of your \ tag to that piece of text - you can embed 
multiple tags! 
 
Text with this character sequence \\ causes the following text to appear on the next line 
The \sectionsep tag indicates a section separation, which means there will be a greater 
separation between this text block and the next 
The \location tag darkens the text in {} a bit 
The \namesection indicates a header - the text is larger 
\section and \subsection are similar heading tags 
\href allows links to be embedded 
\textbullet integrates bullet points into your text block 
{tabular} can be used to create a table 
\section tag creates a new heading - like ‘Experience’ or ‘Research’ in the example 
\runsubsection tag creates a new subsection heading - like ‘Coursera’ or ‘Google’ in the 
example 
\minipage can be thought of as creating multiple columns of text on a page. So the example has 
two \minipages 
\hfill puts the next text at the top of the page. So after one \minipage, you need an \hfill to start 
the text at the beginning 
Use {\fontfamily{ptm}\selectfont Text in Times% } to set the font (embedded) 

Example of using multiple tags together - font & size: 

\footnotesize{{\fontfamily{ptm}\selectfont Text in Times% }} 

For bulleted lists: 

\begin{itemize} 
  \item One entry in the list 
  \item Another entry in the list 
\end{itemize} 

 


